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HEAT SEAL INTRODUCES COMPLETE NEW LINE OF COMBINATION SHRINK SYSTEMS 

New Systems will Replace Existing Lines and Are Available on RapidHS Program 

March 30, 2015 – Cleveland, OH – Heat Seal has completely 

overhauled their combination shrink systems, launching a new HDX 

Heavy Duty Line and the HSE Express.  

The HDX models, HDX350 and HDX250, are equipped with an 

advanced RS-5 Plus Digital Controller. The controller has an easy 

to use operator interface and comes with a three year warranty.   

Both machines come standard with a Heavy Duty sealing arm 

housing a Hot Knife Exact Seal System which offers multiple knife 

profiles for any film type, and larger seal areas than previous 

models; the HDX350 is 21” x 25” and the HDX250 is 17” x 21”. 

The shrink tunnels received a complete new, patent pending design, focusing on air flow and temperature control.  The 

shrink tunnels are more efficient with three times the airflow than previous models, have 8” high tunnel opening and 

offer multiple belt options for specific application needs. 

The HDX Combination L Bar Sealer and Shrink Tunnel Systems both have a unique Package Centering System where 

the Seal and Tunnel Conveyor move vertically in tandem and the tunnel has a horizontal Quick Slide adjustment. The 

HDX models also have a new Auto-Tensioning film cradle and come with a Two Year Warranty. 

More information on the HDX line can be found at: https://www.heatsealco.com/HDX-combo-line 

The HSE100 Express is a combination shrink system, features express control dials, has a 16” x 20” seal area, and a 

6” high tunnel opening.  A leg kit with casters and a seal conveyor are part of the package.  

Both machines, are manufactured in Cleveland, Ohio and with standard options, are available on Heat Seal’s RapidHS 

program and ship in 5 days or less. 

About Heat Seal:  Heat Seal, LLC manufactures a full line of packaging and process equipment for the food service 

and industrial packaging markets.  Founded in 1950, Heat Seal is known for their food processing and packaging 

equipment, such as stretch film overwrappers, ScaleMates, pineapple peeler and corers, cheese cutters, and heavy 

duty stainless steel tables.  Heat Seal also specializes in shrink packaging equipment, and wrappers and bundlers for 

the consumer products and industrial markets.  After purchasing Ampak in 1994, Heat Seal expanded their reach into 

skin packaging and vertical bagging.  All products are manufactured within the USA.  Heat Seal's commitment to quality 

and innovation has allowed the company to continue to be the leader within the markets they serve. Heat Seal, LLC is 

located in Cleveland, Ohio.  For more information, please visit www.HeatSealCo.com. 
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